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several possible s heduling algorithms and detail our software design. We then des ribe our
urrent implementation of APST using systems
like Globus [2℄, NetSolve [3℄ and the Network
Weather Servi e [4℄, and present experimental
results.

Abstra t |

The Computational Grid is a promising platform for the eÆ ient exe ution of parameter sweep
appli ations over large parameter spa es.
To
a hieve performan e on the Grid, su h appliations must be s heduled so that shared data
les are strategi ally pla ed to maximize reuse, and so that the appli ation exe ution an
adapt to the deliverable performan e potential of target heterogeneous, distributed and
shared resour es. Parameter sweep appli ations are an important lass of appli ations and
would greatly bene t from the development of
Grid middleware that embeds a s heduler for performan e and targets Grid resour es transparently.
In this paper we des ribe a user-level Grid middleware proje t, the AppLeS Parameter Sweep Template (APST), that uses appli ation-level s heduling te hniques [1℄ and various Grid te hnologies
to allow the eÆ ient deployment of parameter
sweep appli ations over the Grid. We dis uss
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I. Introdu tion

Fast networks make it possible to aggregate CPU, network and storage resour es into
Computational Grids [5, 6℄. Su h environments an be used e e tively to support larges ale runs of distributed appli ations. An ideal
lass of appli ations for the Grid is the lass
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of parameter sweep appli ations (PSAs) that
arise in many s ienti and engineering ontexts [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄. These appli ations are typi ally stru tured as sets of "experiments", ea h of whi h is exe uted with a distin t set of parameters. There are many te hni al hallenges involved when deploying larges ale appli ations over a distributed omputing environment. Although parameter sweep
experiments are independent (i.e. do not ommuni ate), many PSAs are stru tured so that
distin t experiments share large input les, and
produ e large output les. To a hieve eÆien y for large-s ale runs, shared data les
must be o-lo ated with experiments, and the
PSA must be s heduled to adapt to the dynami ally u tuating delays and qualities of
servi e of shared Grid resour es. Previous
work [1, 14, 15℄ has demonstrated that runtime, adaptive s heduling is a fundamental approa h for a hieving performan e for su h appli ations on the Grid.
PSAs are of great interest to the s ienti
ommunity and user-level middleware targeted
to the eÆ ient exe ution and deployment of
large-s ale parameter sweeps would be enormously helpful for users. In this paper we

work also does not onsider distributed data
onstraints. Moreover, our work di ers from
both Nimrod and Condor in that it is designed
to target multiple Grid infrastru ture environments simultaneously (following the example
of EveryWare [18℄).
In Se tion II-A, we des ribe our appli ation
and Grid model. In Se tions II-B and II-C,
we provide ontext by des ribing previous work
on PSA s heduling algorithms. In Se tion III,
we des ribe new work on the design and implementation of the AppLeS Parameter Sweep
Template. Se tion IV presents experimental
results and an evaluation of the APST software. We on lude with and dis uss future
work in Se tion V.
II. S heduling Parameter-Sweep
Appli ations

A. Appli ation and Grid Model
We de ne a parameter sweep appli ation as a set of \independent " sequential tasks
(i.e. with no task pre eden es). We assume
that the input to ea h task is a set of les and
that a single le might be input to more than
one task. In our model, we assume without
loss of generality that ea h task produ es exa tly one output le. This model is motivated
by real-world PSAs (see Se tion IV-A).
We assume that the Computational Grid
available to the appli ation onsists of networka essible sites that ontain omputing resour es alled hosts (workstations, multipro essors, et .), as well as lo al storage resour es alled disks. In the ase of large-s ale
PSAs, it is riti al for performan e that hosts
within a site an share data in lo al disks efiently. Typi ally the number of omputational tasks in the appli ation will be orders of
magnitude larger than the number of available
pro essors.
The implementation of APST aims at lever-

des ribe the design and implementation
of su h middleware: the AppLeS Parameter Sweep Template (APST). The purpose of the template is to provide a framework
for easily and eÆ iently developing, s heduling, and exe uting large-s ale PSAs on Computational Grids.
Our work omplements the Nimrod proje t
[16℄ whi h also targets PSAs, as well as
the work on developing high-throughput Condor Monte Carlo simulations [17℄. Nimrod's
s heduling approa h is di erent from ours in
that it is based on deadlines and on a Grid
e onomy model, while our work fo uses on
the eÆ ient o-lo ation of data and experiments and adaptive s heduling. The Condor
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Fig. 1. Appli ation and Grid Model

workqueue [28℄ (workqueue for short). The algorithm assigns work to hosts as soon as they
be ome available in a greedy fashion. Even
though it is very adaptive, it may fail to apture many idiosyn rasies of the appli ation
with respe t to the omputing environment
su h as data storage requirements and data
sharing patterns. In the ontext of our appli ation model (see Figure 1), a workqueue
strategy is appropriate for ertain appli ation
s enarios: if there are no large shared input
les, or if large input les are shared by an
very large number of tasks making le transfer osts negligible ompared to omputational
osts. The topology and nature of the Grid
available to the user an also justify the use of
a workqueue (e.g. large lusters inter onne ted
with high-speed networks).

aging whatever software infrastru ture is available in the distributed environment. A ess to remote omputational resour es an
be fa ilitated by various Grid infrastru ture
proje ts [2, 19, 3, 20, 21, 22℄, and several approa hes an be used for implementing the distributed storage infrastru ture (e.g. low-level
systems su h as GASS [23℄ and IBP [24℄, or
distributed le systems su h as AFS).
Figure 1 depi ts both our appli ation model
and our Grid model. We do not impose any
onstraints on the performan e hara teristi s of the resour es. However, some of the
s heduling algorithms des ribed hereafter will
require estimates of omputation and le transfer times. Su h estimates an be provided by
the user, analyti al models or histori al information, by fa ilities su h as the Network
Weather Servi e (NWS) [4℄, ENV [25℄, Remos [26℄, and/or Grid servi es su h as those
found in Globus [2℄, or omputed from a ombination of the previous. Our models and assumptions are dis ussed in more detail in [27℄.

However, there are many instan es in whi h
the workqueue algorithm leads to poor s hedules, typi ally when large les are shared by a
relatively small number of tasks, or by many
tasks that have relatively small omputational
osts. These situations arise in many realworld PSAs where the user explores ranges
of parameters for multiple s enarios, ea h s enario being des ribed in a large input le (see
Se tion IV-C). Also, it may be that the rel-

B. The Self-s heduled Workqueue
A straightforward and popular adaptive
s heduling algorithm for s heduling sets
of independent tasks is the self-s heduled
3

performan e estimates to generate a plan for
assigning le transfers to network links and
tasks to hosts. To a ount for the Grid's dynami nature, our algorithm an be alled repeatedly so that the s hedule an be modi ed
and re ned. We denote the points in time
at whi h s hed() is alled s heduling events,
a ording to the terminology in [30℄. Having
multiple s heduling events makes it possible to
have a hieve adaptive s heduling. The more
frequent the events, the more adaptive the algorithm.
Figure 2 shows the general skeleton for
s hed(). Step (1) takes are of setting the
s heduling even intervals dynami ally. In
Step (2), s hed() reates a Gantt hart [31℄
that will be used to build the s heduling plan.
The hart ontains one olumn for ea h network link and one for ea h host. Ea h olumn
is a time line that an be lled with blo ks to
indi ate resour e usage. Step (3) inserts blo ks
orresponding to ongoing le transfers and
omputations. Step (4) is the ore of the algorithm as it assigns tasks and le transfers to
hosts and network links. Finally, in step (5),
the Gantt hart is onverted into a s hedule
that an be implemented on Grid resour es.
The problem of de iding on an optimal assignment of le transfers to network links and
omputation to hosts is NP- omplete. It is
therefore usual to use heuristi s to make those
de isions and step (4) in the algorithm is where
su h heuristi s an be implemented. Simple heuristi s for s heduling independent tasks
were proposed in [32, 30℄: Min-min, Max-min,
and Su erage. These heuristi s iteratively assign tasks to pro essors by onsidering tasks
not yet s heduled and omputing expe ted
Minimum Completion Times (MCTs). For
ea h task, this is done by tentatively s heduling it to ea h resour e, estimating the task's
ompletion time, and omputing the minimum
ompletion time over all resour es. For ea h

atively slow networks inter onne ting the different sites ombined with relatively large le
sizes make it riti al for the appli ation that le
transfer osts be minimized. This will ertainly
be true for future Grid-wide PSAs that make
use of large data-sets stored in distributed digital libraries over the Internet. Finally, and
most importantly, the workqueue algorithm
does not perform any resour e sele tion on behalf of the appli ation. Given the sheer amount
of resour es that will soon be available on the
national Computational Grid, it will be ne essary to determine subsets of resour es that an
be used e e tively for running a PSA.
Thus, there is a need for a more sophistiated adaptive s heduling algorithm that an
automati ally perform on-the- y resour e sele tion and o-allo ation of data and omputation when needed. The following se tion des ribes our rst approa h at designing and implementing su h an algorithm.

C. Adaptive S heduling with Heuristi s for
Task-Host Assignment
EÆ ient deployment of PSAs on the Computational Grid requires the use of s heduling
algorithms spe ially designed for, and adapted
to the stru ture and the requirements of PSAs.
Given the dynami nature of Grid environments, adaptive algorithms provide the exibility to rea t to hanging resour e onditions
at run-time. In a previous paper [27℄, we des ribed a s heduling algorithm whi h provides
a fundamental building blo k of the AppLeS
Parameter Sweep Template. In this subse tion, we review those results in order to make
this paper self- ontained.
For PSAs, we fo us on s heduling algorithms
whose obje tive is to minimize the appli ation's makespan (as de ned in [29℄). In [27℄
we proposed an adaptive s heduling algorithm
that we all s hed(). The general strategy
is that s hed() takes into a ount resour e
4
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(1) ompute the next s heduling event
(2) reate a Gantt Chart, G
(3) forea h omputation and le transfer urrently underway
ompute an estimate of its ompletion time
ll in the orresponding blo ks in G
(4) until ea h host has been assigned enough work
heuristi ally assign tasks to hosts ( lling blo ks in G)
(5) onvert G into a plan
Fig. 2. S heduling Algorithm Skeleton

task, a metri is omputed using these MCTs,
and the task with the "best" metri is assigned
to the resour e that lets it a hieve its MCT.
The pro ess is then repeated until all tasks
have been s heduled. The way of omputing
and evaluating the metri entirely de nes the
heuristi 's behavior, and Appendix A gives the
basi algorithm of the heuristi s and su in t
des riptions of four di erent metri s.

predi tion ina ura ies).
Intuitively, the rationale behind Su erage
seems to be most appli able to our setting: a
task should be s heduled to a host when that
task is the one that would \su er" the most if
not s heduled to that host. We expe t the sufferage idea to be a simple, elegant, yet e e tive
way to apture data distribution patterns. We
proposed an extension to the Su erage heuristi and adapted it to our Grid model to reate
the XSu erage heuristi s (see Appendix A). All
the heuristi s mentioned here have been evaluated in simulation environments and XSu erage proved to be the most promising heuristi
(see [27℄).
We also ondu ted simulations to study the
impa t of ina urate performan e estimates as
perfe t predi tive a ura y is rarely found in
real programming environments. In reasing
the frequen y of the alls to the s heduling algorithm (in other words, in reasing its adaptivity) makes it possible to tolerate these ina ura ies and simulations show that XSu erage performs parti ularly well in the ontext
of multiple s heduling events and poor information. All the heuristi s are designed to have
low omputational omplexity. Furthermore,
it is possible to redu e the set of tasks that are

These base heuristi s are e e tive in environments where tasks and hosts exhibit aÆnities, that is where some hosts are best for some
tasks but not for others (e.g. due to spe ialized
hardware, optimized software libraries, et .).
Our key idea here is that the presen e of some
input les in a disk \ lose" to some host is
akin to the idea of task/host aÆnities. This is
why we expe t the heuristi s to be e e tive in
our setting. We adapted all three base heuristi s so that they take into a ount su h le
lo ation onstraints. Note that step (4) only
lls the Gantt hart until "enough" work has
been assigned to resour es. Indeed, s hed()
will be alled at the next s heduling event, and
new assignments will then be made. Typi ally,
step (4) assigns work to resour es until the
next s heduling event plus some xed amount
of time to be onservative (i.e. to a ount for
5

dleware. The development of su h user-level
middleware will be riti al to the wide-spread
use of and appli ation performan e on the
Computational Grid.
To a hieve both our goals, we must design
the software so that it is possible for the user
to enable/disable di erent features (e.g. using Globus resour es or not), and tune various
parameters of the s heduling algorithm (e.g.
hoosing a s heduling heuristi ). Ultimately,
most tuning should o ur automati ally as des ribed in Se tion V. The following se tion des ribes and justi es our design hoi es.

onsidered by the heuristi s. Se tion IV-C des ribes a rst simple approa h at su h a task
spa e redu tion.
It is therefore possible to run s hed() frequently. Note that a self-s heduled workqueue
algorithm does not make use of any performan e estimates. In the ase of a single
s heduling event (at the beginning of exe ution), the workqueue is the most performan eeÆ ient s heduling algorithm when the a ura y of performan e estimates is poor.
III. The AppLeS Parameter-Sweep
Template

B. Software Design
Figure 3 shows the overall design of the AppLeS Parameter Sweep Template. The software is omposed of a lient and a daemon. At
the moment, the lient is an exe utable that
takes various ommand-line arguments and an
be used by the user to intera t with the daemon. It is possible to use the lient to submit
new omputational tasks, an el tasks previously submitted, and inquire about the status of an ongoing omputation. To submit
new tasks, the user must provide a task des ription le whi h ontains one task des ription per line. Ea h task des ription spe i es
whi h program to run as well as the required
ommand-line arguments, the lo ation of input
les, and where output les should be reated
(i.e. written to lo al disks or left in pla e in remote storage). The user also has the option to
provide an estimate of the task's relative omputational ost. We fo us on the s heduling
algorithm rather than on developing user interfa es. However, we expe t that the APST
lient in its urrent form an serve as a building blo k for more sophisti ated user interfa es
(e.g. within a PSE su h as SCIRun [35℄ or
Nimrod [16℄, or from a Web/CGI interfa e).
Current APST users generally use the lient
from the shell and generate task des ription

A. Motivation and Goals
The AppLeS proje t [1, 33℄ fo uses on the
design and development of Grid-enabled highperforman e s hedulers for distributed appli ations. The rst generation of AppLeS s hedulers [34℄ demonstrated that simultaneously
taking into a ount appli ation- and systemlevel information makes it possible to e e tively s hedule appli ations onto omputational environments as heterogeneous and dynami as the Grid. However, ea h s heduler
was embedded within the appli ation itself and
thus diÆ ult to re-use for other appli ations.
The next logi al step was to onsider lasses of
appli ations that are stru turally similar and
to develop independent software frameworks,
i.e. templates, that an s hedule appli ations
within a lass. This paper fo uses on the
AppLeS Parameter-Sweep Template (APST)
whi h targets PSAs.
Our goal is twofold. First, we seek to use
APST to investigate the diÆ ult problems of
adaptive s heduling and deployment of PSAs.
Se ond, we seek to provide users with a onvenient and eÆ ient way of running PSAs over
most available Grid resour es. APST and
proje ts like S iRun [35℄ and Nimrod/G [16℄
provide initial examples of user-level Grid mid6

dard APIs to Grid infrastru ture softwares to
intera t with resour es. Ea h sub-system API
onsists of less than 15 fun tions.
Our design ensures that it is possible to mix
and mat h di erent implementations of the
APIs. In parti ular, the implementation of a
given s heduling algorithm is ompletely isolated from the a tual Grid software used to deploy the appli ation's tasks. Se tion III-C des ribes the implementations that are urrently
available.
The intent of our design is that a onstant
ontrol y le between the S heduler and the
A tuator is ne essary for e e tive s heduling.
Using the env api, the S heduler periodi ally
polls the A tuator for task ompletions, failures, or other events (e.g. newly available omputing resour es). This leads the A tuator to
pla e alls to the s hed api to notify the S heduler of these events. The S heduler has then
the opportunity to rea t by making de isions
and pla ing alls to the env api and the transport api. Su h a design makes it very easy
to implement straightforward algorithms like a
self-s heduled workqueue, as well as more omplex algorithms as the one presented in Se tion II-C.
As seen in Se tion II-C, promising s heduling algorithms base their de isions in part on
fore asted omputation and le transfer times.
The Meta-data Bookkeeper is in harge of
keeping tra k of stati and dynami meta-data
on erning both the resour es and the appliation. It is also responsible for performing or
obtaining fore asts for various types of metadata. Its API (meta api) ontains two fun tions: one to store meta-data lo al to the appli ation inside the Bookkeeper; the other to
obtain a fore ast for (dynami ) meta-data. Dynami and stati meta-data on erning Grid
resour es are available via Grid Information
Servi es (GISs) and a essible via standard
Grid APIs. In addition, the A tuator stores

les with simple Perl s ripts. The urrent implementation of the daemon assumes a single
lient (i.e. user) at the moment.
As seen in Figure 3 the APST daemon
onsists of four distin t sub-systems: the
Controller, the S heduler, the A tuator, and
the Meta-data Bookkeeper. Ea h sub-system
de nes its own API. Those APIs are used
for ommuni ation/noti ation among subsystems. Providing multiple implementations
of these APIs makes it possible to plug in different fun tionalities and algorithms into ea h
APST sub-system. For instan e, writing multiple implementations of the S heduler's API
is the way to provide multiple s heduling algorithms.
The S heduler is the entral omponent of
the APST daemon. Its API (s hed api) is used
for noti ation of events on erning the appli ation's stru ture (new tasks, task an ellations), the status of omputational resour es
(new disk, new host, host/disk/network failures), and the status of running tasks (task
ompletions or failures). The behavior of the
s heduler is entirely de ned by the implementation of this API. The Controller relays information between the lient and the daemon
and noti es the S heduler of new tasks to perform or of task an ellations. It uses the S heduler's API and ommuni ates with the lient
using a simple wire proto ol. The A tuator implements all intera tion with Grid infrastru ture software for a essing storage, network, and omputation resour es. It also intera ts with the Grid se urity infrastru ture
on behalf of the user when needed. There
are two parts to the A tuator's API: (i) the
transport api handles le transfer and storage;
(ii) the env api handles task laun hing, polling,
and an ellation. The S heduler an pla e alls
to both these APIs to have the A tuator implement a given s hedule on Grid resour es. The
A tuator's implementation makes use of stan7
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Fig. 3. The AppLeS APST Software Design

C. Current Implementation
A beta prototype implementation of APST
was demonstrated during the Super omputing'99 onferen e (running over 200 hosts).
This do ument des ribes APST v1.0. The software has been developed on Linux and ported
to most UNIX platforms. Let us review the
implementation of ea h of the sub-systems presented in the previous se tion.
We have implemented multiple versions of

meta-data for the appli ation (e.g. observed
le transfer duration on some given network
link) inside the Bookkeeper. The S heduler
requests fore asts for dynami meta-data on
whi h it an base s heduling de isions. The
following se tion gives more details on the implementation of the fore asting fa ility.
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remote/distributed storage devi es. The third
implementation of the transport api is on top
of NFS. It an be used when a host used
for omputation an dire tly a ess the user's
le system. We urrently have 2 implementations of the env api: one on top of Globus'
GRAM [37℄, and one on top of NetSolve [3℄.
NetSolve is a lient-agent-server system that
o ers a simple way to submit omputations
to remote servers, and in its urrent version it
does not implement any se urity me hanisms.
On the other hand, the GRAM implementation
of the env api makes use of the Globus Se urity
Infrastru ture (GSI) to submit jobs. We are
also onsidering providing implementations of
the env api for Ninf [21℄ and Legion [19℄.
The A tuator's design provides great exibility as it is possible to mix and mat h the
env api and the transport api. The APST
daemon an then simultaneously use Globus
and NetSolve servers for tasks, as well as IBP,
GASS, and NFS servers for storage. It is also
possible to have any task (spawned by the the
env api) use les in any storage system. At the
moment however, our implementation imposes
the restri tion that GRAM-spawned tasks an
only a ess les in GASS servers or over the
NFS. Likewise, NetSolve-spawned tasks an
only a ess les stored in IBP servers or over
the NFS. Using systems su h as GASS and IBP
makes it possible for tasks outside the lient's
le system to share opies of a single le as des ribed in Se tion II-A. This in turn makes it
worthwhile to use the heuristi s of Se tion IIC.

the s hed api for ea h of the following s heduling algorithms: a standard workqueue algorithm, a workqueue algorithm with workstealing and task-dupli ation, and a Gantt
hart algorithm that an use any of the heuristi s introdu ed in Se tion II-C. At the moment, the algorithm and its parameters are
hosen when starting the APST daemon, and
stays e e tive for the life- y le of the daemon.
As des ribed in Se tion V, we plan to perform further investigation to allow for automati and dynami s heduling algorithm sele tion without user intervention.
The Bookkeeper intera ts with the Network
Weather Servi e (NWS) [4, 36℄ for obtaining
dynami Grid resour e information on erning CPU loads, as well as network laten ies
and bandwidths. Fore asting is done using
the NWS fore asting module dire tly linked in
with the APST daemon (we use NWS version
2.0). The alternative would be to query remote
NWS fore asters for NWS-generated metadata, and still use the linked-in NWS foreaster for APST-generated meta-data. The use
of remote fore asters would minimize fore astrelated network traÆ as potentially large time
series need not be transmitted over the network. On the other hand, the use of a linkedin NWS fore aster makes the implementation
simpler as it does not require a distin tion between the two types of meta-data. We will
make a nal de ision on that trade-o on e we
gain more experien e with the urrent implementation.
The A tuator handles all intera tion with
Grid software for moving les and laun hing
jobs. Currently, we provide three implementations of the transport api. Two are on top
of Grid storage software: GASS [23℄ whi h is
part of the Globus toolkit, and the Internet
Ba kplane Proto ol (IBP) [24℄ developed at the
University of Tennessee. Both these proje ts
provide some level of abstra tion for handling

IV. Software Evaluation

A. The MCell PSA
Parameter Sweep Appli ations arise in various elds [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 38℄. In this work
we fo us primarily on MCell [7, 39℄, a mi rophysiology appli ation that uses 3-D Monte9

on real-time resour e availabilities and loads.
Finally, APST inherits fault-toleran e me hanisms from Grid omputational servi es and
an re over from host failures gra efully. In addition, new resour es an be added (or deleted)
on-the- y and APST adapts its urrent s hedule a ordingly. MCell users an now deploy
their simulations over large sets of resour es
without modifying the way they design their
experiments. As far as the user is on erned,
the simulation runs lo ally on the desktop.

Carlo simulation te hniques to study mole ular bio- hemi al intera tions within living ells.
MCell an be used to study the traje tories of
neuro-transmitters in the 3-D spa e between
two ell membranes for di erent deformations
of the membranes. MCell is urrently being
used in over 20 laboratories over the world for
pra ti al appli ations. It is typi al for subsets
of MCell tasks to share large data les (e.g.
des ribing 3-D polygon surfa es) and our expe tation is that s heduling heuristi s su h as
XSu erage will lead to good performan e in
real-world Grid environments.
We use three riteria to evaluate our software
with MCell. First, we dis uss how APST's usability makes it not only possible but easy for
users to deploy large s ale MCell simulations.
Se ond, we use experimental results to show
how APST's s heduling apabilities promote
performan e in a Grid environment. Third, we
show how the use of multi-threading allows
the APST daemon to a hieve better Grid resour e utilization.

C. S heduling Algorithm
Figure 4 depi ts the omputing environment
that we used for the experiments reported in
this se tion. Hosts were lo ated in three di erent institutions: the University of California
at San Diego (UCSD), the University of Tennessee, Knoxville (UTK), and the Tokyo Institute of Te hnology (TITECH). Hosts at UCSD
and TITECH are Linux/Intel boxes, whereas
hosts at UTK are Solaris/Spar workstations.
We deployed NetSolve and IBP at TITECH
and UTK, and the Globus's GRAM and GASS
at UCSD (version 1.1.3). The host breakdown
for the three institutions is as follows: 8 hosts
at UCSD, 16 hosts at UTK, and 32 hosts at
TITECH. All hosts were used in non-dedi ated
mode and the NWS was deployed to monitor
CPUs and network links. We had to start the
APST daemon and lient within the TITECH
rewall so that we ould make use of NetSolve
to a ess hosts on the TITECH luster. Note
that urrent developments (e.g. [40℄) will make
it possible to use hosts behind rewalls in future experiments.

B. Usability
Previously, MCell users wanting to run a
distributed MCell simulation had to manually upload input les to remote omputational
sites, reate a olle tion of Shell s ripts to perform simulation sequentially on ea h available
host, manually he k for task ompletions and
download produ ed output le. There was no
support for data-management, s heduling, or
fault-toleran e. APST addresses all three issues. The user needs to simply write task
des riptions (see Se tion III-B) and provide
paths to input les on his/her lo al disk or
to les that have been pre-staged on remote
storage. The user never performs any expli it
data upload and download as those are determined by the S heduler and transparently implemented via Grid servi es. S heduling deisions are made automati ally and are based

C.1 Experiments
The rst set of experiment was ondu ted
with a standard MCell appli ation onsisting of
1,200 tasks. Relative task omputational osts
are in the range 1-20 (meaning that the most
10
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both s hedulers, and all experiments were performed over a period of 4 days. In all s enarios all input les are available from the sour e
and in all but s enario (a) some shared input
les have been pre-staged at some remote sites.
This pre-staging an be a tively performed by
the user while setting up the MCell simulation,
an be the result of using distributed digital libraries that use repli ation for better eÆ ien y,
or an just mean that left-over les from previous runs an be re-used. The extreme s enario
(d) is when all shared input les are pre-staged
at all remote sites. The expe tation is that
the Gantt hart algorithm will outperform the
workqueue when few les have been pre-staged,
whereas the performan e of both algorithms
should be similar when many les have been
pre-staged, making the Gantt hart algorithm
the most versatile and onsistent overall.

expensive task required 20 times more omputation than the heapest one). The appli ation is stru tured as 6 Monte-Carlo simulations
(ea h ontaining 200 tasks) and all tasks within
a simulation share a ommon input le des ribing the geometry of a di erent 3-D spa e. The
6 shared les are of size 1, 1, 20, 20, 100 and 100
MBytes respe tively. Other input les and produ ed output les are all under 10 Kbytes. All
input les are initially present in lo al storage
on the host running the APST lient, that is a
host at TITECH that we will all the sour e.
In these experiments, we ompare two di erent s hedulers: the self-s heduled workqueue
and the Gantt hart algorithm introdu ed in
Se tion II-C. Figure 5 shows results obtained
with 4 di erent s enarios. On that gure, bar
heights are averages over 5 runs, and two standard deviations are shown as error bars. For
ea h s enario, measurements were obtained for
ba k-to-ba k runs of the MCell simulation with

Note that we do not give results for all the
heuristi s mentioned in Se tion II-C, but in11

the average 62% gap between the two s heduling algorithms. In s enario (b), the 100 MByte
input les have been pre-staged at UCSD. Expe tedly, both s heduling algorithms show improvement, but the workqueue still pays the
ost of sending 100 MByte les over to UTK.
In s enario ( ), one 100 MByte and the two
20 MByte input les have been pre-staged on
the luster at UTK, in addition to the les already pre-staged for s enario (b). Again, this
leads to improvements for both algorithms by
omparison with s enario (b). The relative improvement if larger for the workqueue as one
of the 100 MByte le needs not be transfered.
Finally, in s enario (d), all large input les
are pre-staged on all lusters, and one an see
that both workqueue and the Gantt hart algorithm lead roughly to the same performan e.
These results indi ate that using the s heduling algorithm of Figure 2 leads to better s hedules be ause it takes into a ount data storage
and data sharing patterns in the appli ation.
When there is no data storage on ern (as in
s enario (d)), then it performs similarly to a
workqueue algorithm.
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stead just give generi "Gantt hart" results.
In fa t, we did not observe any real di eren e
between the heuristi s in these experiments as
their s heduling hoi es were similar. This is
due to the topology of our testbed in Figure 4.
Indeed, the simulation results previously obtained in [27℄ indi ated that heuristi s start
behaving di erently when the Grid topology
ontains a larger number of sites. Although
time onstraints prevented us from gathering
experimental results on a larger testbed here,
we will report on more extensive experiments
in a future paper.
On average, during the experiments, the
bandwidths between the sour e and the
TITECH luster is 20 times higher than the
one between the sour e and the UCSD luster,
and 40 times higher than the one between the
sour e and the UTK luster. In s enario (a) no
le are pre-staged. The workqueue sends tasks
to hosts in a greedy fashion, leading to large
input les transfers over slow links. By ontrast, the Gantt hart algorithm uses the UTK
luster only for tasks that use small input les
(1 Mbyte), the UCSD luster for tasks that use
small or medium input les (20 MBytes), and
the TITECH luster for all tasks. This explains

C.2 Fore ast A ura y and S heduling Cost
Given the large number of available resour es and of tasks in PSAs, we have to use
te hniques to minimize the time required to
apply the heuristi s of Se tion II-C. An obvious ost in urred by the heuristi s is the
one of obtaining fore asts from the Meta-Data
Bookkeeper. Indeed, as detailed in Appendix
A, ea h heuristi s makes heavy use of performan e estimates, and onstantly obtaining new
fore asts leads to prohibitive osts. Therefore,
our implementation of the Bookkeeper provides a hing of fore asts that an be re-used
until a new fore ast is obtained. This a hing
me hanism is transparent to the other APST
omponents. Figure 6 shows typi al per entage relative errors when fore asting task exe u12
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tion times during an MCell run. We mentioned
in Se tion III-B that the user an provide relative omputational osts for the appli ation
tasks. These osts are not representative of real
task exe ution times, but an be used to ompare tasks (e.g. a task with ost "2" requires
twi e as mu h omputation as a task with ost
"1"). During the rst round of s heduling,
the Bookkeeper makes initial guesses for a tual
task exe ution times. On e tasks omplete,
the Bookkeeper uses observed exe ution times
to improve a ura y by fa toring in the userprovided relative osts, observed CPU loads,
and host speeds (when unloaded). Figure 6
shows that behavior, with relative errors initially around 100%, and then dropping to an
average of 11% after about 500 se onds whi h
is when the rst tasks omplete. In this experiment s heduling events where 250 se onds
apart, and a ording to the simulation result
obtained in [27℄ a relative error rate of 11%
is largely suÆ ient to justify the use of Gantt
hart heuristi s for s heduling. This orroborates the results in the previous se tion.
As seen in Appendix A, the heuristi s are implemented with nested loops over all tasks that

have not yet been s heduled. When the total
number of tasks in the appli ation is large, the
heuristi s an be ome ostly (albeit in polynomial time). It is then ne essary to run the
heuristi on a redu ed task spa e. The urrent
implementation of the heuristi s in the APST
S heduler redu es the task spa e by limiting
the number of tasks pro essed by the inner loop
of ea h heuristi 's algorithm to a xed number of tasks (200 in our experiment). These
200 tasks are randomly sele ted at ea h iteration of the outer loop. For omparison purposes we ran a few experiments without taskredu tion, and did not observe any degradation
in the performan e of the obtained s hedules.
In fa t, as long as the set of 200 tasks ontains
one task that uses ea h large shared input le,
the heuristi makes the right de isions. Statisti ally, this is almost always the ase for the
MCell appli ation we used as there are only
6 distin t large input les. This will not be
true for appli ations that exhibit more omplex
stru tures, and more sophisti ated task spa e
redu tion te hnique will be needed. More detailed investigations on how di erent redu tion
te hniques impa t the quality of the resulting
s hedule is left for future work.
Due to the a hing me hanisms used by the
Bookkeeper and our simple task spa e redu tion, the time required to run the s hed() algorithm averaged 10 se onds for all runs (re all
that s hed() was alled every 250 se onds).
Further optimization of the Gantt hart implementations are possible, and the released
version of APST will likely exhibit even lower
s heduling osts.

D. Multi-threading for Performan e
It is riti al that the A tuator embedded in
the APST daemon be able to laun h omputations on Grid resour es (in our ase NetSolve
and Globus resour es) as eÆ iently as possible.
Indeed, sin e PSAs onsist of many tasks and
13

are to be deployed over many resour es, the
overhead in urred when starting remote omputations may have dramati impa t on the
overall exe ution time. This overhead is due
to both network and software laten ies. For
instan e, to laun h a omputation on a remote
NetSolve server, the NetSolve lient (transparently to the user) onta ts a NetSolve agent,
downloads an IDL des ription of a few Kbytes,
and performs an IDL he k with the remote
server. The server then forks a separate proess to handle the omputation, and that proess sends an a knowledgement ba k to the
lient. The NetSolve lient then returns ontrol to the APST A tuator. Similar overheads
are in urred when laun hing remote jobs via
the Globus GRAM.
Let us give an example: say that the APST
daemon has a ess to 60 identi al remote hosts
for omputation, and that the MCell simulation to be performed onsists of, 1000 tasks
that all require 30 se onds of omputation. For
the sake of dis ussion, assume that the A tuator in urs and overhead of 1 se ond for initiating a omputation on a remote host. In this
setting, under the optimisti assumption that
there is no overhead for a knowledging task
ompletions, the APST daemon will a hieve
at most 50% utilization of available resour es,
leading to an exe ution time roughly two times
larger than the exe ution time without the 1
se ond overhead. APST users trying to run
large MCell omputations fa ed that problem
a utely when performing simulations on the
SP-2 available at the San Diego Super omputing Center that provides more than 1000 nodes
for omputation. The overhead for starting a
remote job was on average 0.3 se onds and the
ma hine utilization for typi al MCell simulation, at times, got as low as 20%.
Our rst step was to dynami ally measure
and in lude that overhead into the S heduler's
performan e model (e.g. when lling the Gantt
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Fig. 7. Multi-threading and exe ution time

hart). While improving the s hedule's a ura y, the new performan e model led to no observable improvement from the user's perspe tive. We then opted for providing a more efient implementation of the env api, and our
rst approa h uses threads. The expe tation
is that multiple on urrent threads an pla e
simultaneous all to Grid software, and that
network and software laten ies an be partially
hidden. Some minor hanges to the NetSolve
lient library were required in order to make it
thread-safe whereas Globus provides a threadsafe GRAM API.
For experiments in this se tion we used NetSolve on all nodes of the \Presto" luster, a 64node 350MHz Pentium II Linux luster made
available to us by the Tokyo Institute of Te hnology (TITECH). More information on that
luster is available at [41℄. As for the experiments in Se tion IV-C.1, the APST daemon
was running also at TITECH, inside the rewall, but not on the luster itself. We ondu ted experiments with an MCell simulation
onsisting of 1000 tasks. During the experiments, MCell tasks were running for 30 to 80
se onds (depending on the task and the CPU
14

periment, the A tuator never had the opportunity to spawn more than 12 threads. This
is strongly related to the rate at whi h tasks
omplete in this parti ular setting, whi h in
turns depends on the nature of the appli ation
and on the number and nature of available resour es. In this experiment, the APST daemon spawns new tasks approximately every 10
se onds, in whi h time 12 tasks omplete on
average.
Finally, Figure 9 shows the de rease in laten y for individual NetSolve alls when the
number of on urrent threads in reases. The
per- all laten y is omputed by dividing the
time spent in spawning n NetSolve alls (in a
multi-threaded fashion) by n. The data-points
shown on Figure 9 are averages omputed over
all 35 experiments previously reported in Figure 7. The urve shows a dramati drop in
per- all laten y initially and then stabilizes at
roughly 15 threads. This means that, when using NetSolve on this luster, multi-threading is
e e tive for hiding laten y e e tively only up
to 15 threads. We expe t that larger numbers
of threads an be e e tive for larger network laten ies and we will perform more experiments
with di erent on gurations. Sin e the APST
daemon spawns 12 threads simultaneously on
average in this experiment, it is lose to making
best use of multi-threading.
Following the same ideas, we implemented
a multi-threaded implementation of the transport api that allows on urrent le transfers
on top of GASS, IBP and NFS. Threads ould
also be used to hide laten ies asso iated with
overheads in urred when a knowledging task
ompletions. We leave this for a future implementation of the APST A tuator.
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loads, sin e the luster was not dedi ated). Input/output le transfers were done with IBP,
and we used the standard workqueue s heduler
(whi h is as good a hoi e as any other in su h
an environment).
Figure 7 shows exe ution times for in reasing number of allowed simultaneous threads
in the env api. For ea h number of allowed
threads (1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 20 and 30), we show
data points for 5 runs, for a total of 35 runs of
the appli ation. The exe ution time averages
are linked with a solid line. One an see that
the use of multi-threading leads to dramati
improvement and e e tively hides network and
software laten ies. Allowing for 20 on urrent
threads improves the exe ution time by 48%
over no multi-threading. However, allowing for
more than 20 threads does not lead to further
improvement. This behavior is explained by
the data in Figure 8. On that gure, for the
same experiments, we plot average numbers of
simultaneous threads that the A tuator ould
e e tively spawn. As in Figure 7, we plot a
data point for ea h run and link the averages
with a solid line. One an see that, for this ex-

V. Con lusion and Future Work

In this paper we have des ribed a user-level
Grid middleware proje t, the AppLeS Parameter Sweep Template (APST), that is used to
15

a attempt to explore Grid e onomy models and
their impa t on s heduling algorithms. We will
investigate in more details the impa t of several of the te hniques we used to redu e the
ost of omputing a s hedule, parti ularly task
spa e redu tion te hniques and NWS fore ast
a hing. Finally, we will perform many more
experiments with larger testbeds and appli ations. We expe t that these experiments will
make it possible to e e tively ompare the different heuristi s for assigning tasks to hosts.
From the software standpoint, several improvements an be made to the urrent implementation of APST. First, we must allow
the APST daemon and the APST lient to reside on di erent le systems. This will allow
the same daemon to be used by multiple users
for di erent appli ations. Multiple appli ations will require nding a way for the s heduling algorithms to ensure some degree of fairness among users without ompromising eÆient use of storage and omputation resour es.
Our work motivates the development of better
long-range fore asting te hniques as part of the
NWS, and the authors are ollaborating with
the NWS team towards that purpose. More
omponents of the Globus toolkit need to be
integrated/used by APST (e.g. HBM, MDS).
We will also develop implementations of the
APST A tuator over other Grid softwares like
Ninf [21℄ and Legion [19℄. Finally, following the
idea presented in Se tion IV-D, we will push
the use of threads further in the implementation of the A tuator for in reased eÆ ien y.
As Grid servi es be ome more available and
ubiquitous, we plan to deploy large-s ale parameter sweep simulations in produ tion mode
on Grid resour es. These simulations will be
exe uted at a s ale that will enable users to
a hieve new dis iplinary results.
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deploy Parameter Sweep Appli ations (PSAs)
a ross the Computational Grid. The design of
the software makes it easy to: (i) eÆ iently and
adaptively use resour es managed by multiple Grid infrastru ture environments for larges ale PSAs; and (ii) investigate the e e tiveness of a variety of adaptive s heduling algorithms and implementation strategies.
Our work on s heduling an be extended in
several ways. We plan to integrate and possibly adapt more s heduling algorithms found
in the literature su h as [42, 43℄. Our urrent
Grid model restri ts network ommuni ations
between the user's ma hine and the remote
site; extending it to allow inter-site ommuniation is straightforward and will be our next
undertaking. All the s heduling algorithms
mentioned in this paper are adaptive to hanging resour e onditions. However, our overall
goal is to have APST sele t whi h algorithm
should be used at run-time. In the release version of APST, we plan to dynami ally sele t
a workqueue algorithm or XSu erage depending on estimation a ura y. We have also initiated a ollaboration with the Nimrod team in
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ond minimum C T and the minimum C T .
This di eren e is alled the su erage value.
\Best" is de ned as the maximum.
i;j

XSu erage: For ea h task and ea h site

Appendix A:
Task/host Sele tion Heuristi s

The general algorithm for the heuristi s introdu ed in Se tion II-C is as follows (CT denotes
the ompletion time):
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